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JOHN B COBB JR A christian natural theology westmin-
ster press philadelphia 1965 ppap 288 6506.50650

can the existence and if so the nature of god be known
independent of specific religious experiences the answer

yes and attempts to vindicate it are known traditionally as
natural theology they are extremely rare on the contem-

porary scene for the barthiansBarthians the project is a futile with-
drawal from the faith state for the humanists a throwback
to defunct scholastic assumptions or fraudulent protestant
value theory for the fundamentalists it is dangerous intellecintellect

tualizingtual izing for the existentialists it is the idolatric identification
of religion with finitude typically the informed layman finds
it suspect either because it seems loosely unscientific or because
it does not touch on matters of the heart

alfred north whitehead party because he predatedpre dated most
of these outlooksout looks was not fettered by them seeking models by
which to account for reality in all its fulnessfalness and variety he
was perhaps the last of the grand style metaphysiciansmetaphysicians more
fascinating because he was an acknowledged master mathemati-
cian formal logician and philosopher of sciencescience whitehead is

the starting point for the natural theology of the book under
review but the result is a composite of whitehead and the
author john B cobb jr offers a summary supplement to
whitehead as an alternative to contemporary trends it amounts
to a religious redefinition of secular experience

mormonscormons may be startled to find views they have espoused
on grounds of reason and revelation defended on grounds of
reason alone once one ceases to be awed at whitehead s ter-
minologyminology he may still be mystified at the method by whatever
procedure whitehead bridges three chasms as if they didndian t
exist first the language gap both the relations and attributes
of god can be stated in literal language second the dualism
of being and becoming whitehead as well as his disciple
hartshorne balances traditional static with dynamic terms
holding if anything that the static terms absolute unchang-
ing infinite etc are inin need of denial or qualification the
conclusion of his book process and reality is that even in and
for god process isis reality third the godmangod man cleavage god
isis not utterly other and man is not utterly corrupt white-
head isis unafraid of praising man as creatorcocreatorco whose gran-
deur and dignity are a reflection of god in other words for
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whitehead the infinite qualitative distinction between the
divine and the human isis not infinite not qualitative and not
a distinction neither by the way are the usual distinctions
between men and animals

beginning with pure possibilities eternal objects the cos-
mos as a society of occasions substantial activity and a telos
or thrust creativity whitehead is constrained to introduce an
envisaging principle of limitation this can only account
for the ordering rule if it is an actual entity it becomes in
whitehead s later thought or at least in cobb s a living be-
ing further on whitehead s principles god to be susceptible
to the occasions of experience which open to him a rich
synthesis of this and all other worlds must have physical
feelings it is therefore whiteheadianWhitehea dian to speak of god as
having an aim primordial in him as in man toward inten-
sity of feeling whose ultimate appetition is toward the
strength of beauty hence god is described as having consciconaciconsci-
ousnessousness purpose vision knowledge wisdom love thus god
for whom man is not an inappropriate model is personal the
mirror who discloses to every creature its own greatness reli-
gion in methe making ppap 15455154 55

whitehead goes further god being involved in the actual
processes of the universe is a lure to man there is temporal
successiveness in the divine nature unlike man god knows
no perishing of experience there is living immediacy in god
of all his and all our experiences unlike man he preserves in
memory all values in complete conscious form there is spatial-
ity in god at least in the sense that he has a standpoint
and thus contra orthodoxy may be somewhere unlike man
his touch with everywhere is direct and non inferential he is
numerically one hence union with him is literally impos-
sible his freedom is not unlimited whatever that concept
might mean and his will is often thwarted by other occa-
sions in sum god is the great companion the fellow suf
ferer who understands all this isis the more interesting be-
cause whitehead sternly rejects the view that religious experi-
ence provides a basis for affirming that god is personal reli-
gion in methe making ppap 626662 66

cobb argues in favor of this dipolardi polar approach to god thatthai
an abstraction can t do anything he means of course that

a mere abstraction cannot account for the harmony of actual en-
tities but cobb clearly sees the religious point too belief that
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god isis an abstraction does do much it stifles and suffocates
the religious life in witness whereof we need only 6bserveobserve
that dominant writers today who defend the ultimacy of god
while denying personal attributes portray religion as a matter
of alienation monotony meaninglessness loneliness and fear
and trembling whitehead in exact contrast affirming the
personal intimacy of god portrays religion as worship adven-
ture meaning companionship and peace which is not by the
way mere cessation of activity but the harmony of harmonies
which calms destructive turbulence and completes civilization
apparently constructive turbulence is everlasting

what may prove stimulating to mormonscormons are ideas en-
meshed or implied in these emphasis on beauty not just
truth as the religious quest each occasion isis novel and the
universe is everlastingly unfolding in infinite variety even the
inanimate whitehead s view of process is a matrix for re-
solving such theological anxieties as how there can be develop-
ment and response in a perfected entity how freedom and
novelty may emerge in a universe of interrelated causation how
there may be worth in the midst of anguish it also gives a
remarkable rationale which whitehead avoids for continual
revelation in fact sincesince cobb s whiteheadianWhitehea dian theology turns
out to have a distinctive mormon flavor mormonscormons may con-
clude that whitehead isis more christian than christendom and
that mormonism is more christian than both

whitehead is one of the least read and rarely cited philos-
ophers in the american climate and maybe has the fewest
serious followers for mormonscormons it is at least interesting that
such viewsviews commended themselves to one of the most religious
of thoughtful men in the twentieth century
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